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decree with its perhaps even more celebrated injunction
concerning annual confession.
c The confession of faith', says Professor Hamilton Thompson,
* has a peculiar importance as a clear exposition through the voice
of the greatest of the Popes of the mind of the Church upon funda-
mental doctrines which had assumed this irreducible form through
centuries of controversy. While it summed up concisely the stand-
point which had been reached at a moment when the papal monarchy
was able to proclaim itself without contest the supreme interpreter
of ecclesiastical law and dogma, it also fixed the foundation upon
which subsequent declarations and definitions of articles of faith
were to be based.' x
The twenty-first decree made it the duty of all members
of the Church of either sex who had attained to years of
discretion to confess their sins to a priest at least once
every year, to endeavour to perform the penance imposed
to the best of their ability, and to make their communion
at least once a year at Easter under pain of exclusion from
the Church and denial of Christian burial; any priest who
broke the seal of confession was to be deprived and im-
prisoned in a very strict monastery. This canon has been
called c the most important legislative act in the history of
the Church *,a and EL C. Lea has traced each step in the
gradual development of the idea of private confession
"through the councils and writings of the Fathers, and the
hastening of its progress through the theories of the school-
men of the twelfth century until Innocent III made it an
article of Faith in the fourth Lateran Council. Before 1215
Confession was * the spontaneous act of the sinner, anxious
for reconciliation with God'; after 1215 it became in theory
and gradually in practice the sacred and bounden duty of
every Christian man and woman.
Two other famous canons of the Council, in this case
through their claims in regard to secular powers, were the
third canon, making lay princes peculiarly responsible for
the extermination of heretics in their dominions, and the
1 A. Hamilton Thompson, Cambridge Medieval History, vi, chap, xbc, p. 634.
a Henry Charles Lea, A History of Auricular Confession and Indulgences in the
Latin Church, i. 230.   See also A. Teetaert, La Confession aux Laiques dans F ggLise
- latine depuis le 8mejusqu*au xyne silcle.
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